
Isla Beaches 

Our beaches draw unique landscapes where the waters reflect the lush 
beauty around them. 

Island coastline offers a 

unique view of the Bay of 

Biscay and also several 

spaces in which to enjoy 

the sun and swimming. In 

total six beaches that 

characterize if anything, it 

is his willingness 

sheltered from the winds, 

its fine sand and crystal 

clear waters .  

The beaches of Isla 

enjoy excellent 

conditions and services as well asgood access and parking . In fact, they are 

distinguished for their safety, allowing the practice of all kinds of water sports and 

even underwater fishing. 

 
Playa de la cava 
 
This beach is located in a privileged place in Isla. It is right at the start of the 

marshes of Joyel, where the tide mill is located. In exceptional surroundings, 

visitors can enjoy total peace and relaxation while watching a magnificent view of 

the Cantabrian coast. 

 
Playa el Cándano 
 
Perhaps one of the most beautiful parts of Island. It is a small cove surrounded by 

cliffs that make up a beautiful landscape. Sheltered from the winds, this beach 

becomes the ideal place to practice water and beach sports with the entire family. 

 
Playa de los Barcos 
 
It is washed by the estuary of Quejo. If something is characterized because its 

panoramic is fully subject to the tides. Depending on whether high or low tide, you 

will discover to us a completely different landscape. In fact, at low tide you can go 

walking to Noja, the neighboring town. This beach gets its name by fishing boats 

usually arrive and rest nearby. 

 
Playa El Sable 



 
It is most familiar as it is in the center of the village of Quejo. It is protected from 

winds and rough seas, so that children find in this enclave an ideal place to learn to 

swim and practice sports safely. This beach has information services, surveillance 

and rescue, as well as priests module. The Sable beach has wheelchair access, 

showers and toilets. In addition, for the convenience of visitors in the summer 

months it offers a large parking capacity. 

 
 
Arnadal beach 
 
This beach is located at the foot of breathtaking scenery as the cliffs that make the 

coast of Trasmiera. Rock walls also protect it from the winds and recreate a place 

of unparalleled beauty. The Arnadal, also known as The French, is a semi-virgin 

beach of fine golden sand. It looks like a cove and access to it can only be done on 

foot. 

 
Playa de la Arena 
 
In full mouth of the river Campiazo we find one of the most impressive and 

extensive beaches of Isla. This is the beach of Arena, a huge tongue of about 1 km 

in length. It lies at the foot of a spectacular oak that dominates the innermost and 

wildest part of this beach. Then we access a flirtatious Creek and then to the family 

beach area. 

Among other services Beach Arena has access and disabled toilets, security, 

lifeguards and showers. They are available to users and an information module 

cures and health care. Near the beach there is ample parking with 200 spaces. 

 

 



 


